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Abstract. In the field of vibroacoustic testing methods an experimental modal analysis is vastly 

used, which allows inspecting natural frequencies and damping ratios of test specimens. In the 

literature a numerous approach is being used for laboratory testing setups which mostly consist 

of an elastic suspension of test specimen and usage of different types of accelerometers, shakers, 

and modal hammers. The presented paper focuses on the comparison of different test setups of 

used sensors and impact exciting of a test specimen of slab made of alkali-activated slag mortar, 

which was degraded by ultraviolet light. The paper aims to find optimal setup combination for 

testing of such material by experimental modal analysis and decide if ultraviolet light alter the 

vibroacoustic properties of test specimens. 

Introduction 

Based on statistics across the globe, the main construction material used in civil engineering is 

concrete [1-4], where main used binder component is cement. The manufacturers are pushed to 

reduce the amount of released CO2 per ton of cement. either partial substitution of clinker by 

secondary raw latent hydraulic additives (such as blast granulated slag, fly ash etc.) or usage of 

completely different binders. 

Alkali-activated systems represent applicable alternative binder to conventional cement. 

Such material has advantage in the utilization of secondary raw materials and much lower input 

energy and carbon dioxide emissions compared to the manufacturing of Portland cement. 

Although it is relatively well-known material [5], its usage in the industry is still limited to 

prefabricated elements and monolithic structures mostly in Ukraine [6]. Alkali-activated 

materials are formed by the reaction between suitable alumina-siliate precursors with an 

alkaline solution. The whole process of alkaline activation starts with the dissolution of the 

reactive precursor particles in highly alkaline environment and continues with the nucleation 

and poly-condensation reactions to form main hydration products like C-A-S-H in case of 

alkali-activated blast furnace slag or N-A-S-H for the alkali-activation of fly ash. The hydration 

products formed are amorphous or semi-crystalline. Some minor crystalline phases can also be 

found with dependence of alumino-silicate precursor composition [7]. Spatially crosslinked 
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structure of C-A-S-H gels is produced by this reaction [8], which leads to more homogenous 

and partially amorphous structure apart to crystalline structure of cement stone. 

Testing of such material consists mainly of physical-mechanical and physical-chemical 

procedures. One of the yet unknow property of this composite is its resistance to ultra-violet 

radiation. The presented paper consist of an experiment of preparation of 4 test specimens of 

alkali-activated mortar of dimension 320×82×19 mm, which were substituted to cycling for 200 

and 268 days of UV radiation, change of temperature and humidity in the QUV-Sun [9].  

Test specimens were stored in QUV chamber from 7.8.2019 to 19.02.2020 and the 

specimens were subdued to UV radiation for 6432 hours. The chamber individual cycle consists 

of 4 hours of UV radiation of intensity 0.89 W/m2 at temperature 60 °C and 4 hours of water 

condensation at temperature 50 °C.  

Degradation in QUV chamber is mostly used on polymers, exterior facade elements etc. for 

fast aging procedures. Similar measurement on alkali-activated specimens is fairly narrow or 

even non-existing among the scientific papers. As example can be presented study which used 

UV chambers for accelerated aging of resin treated concrete surface [10]. The conclusion of 

cited paper sums, that concrete itself is quite durable in terms of UV degradation, and the only 

part which suffers are polymer coatings. It is therefore expected that alkali-activated composite 

will behave similar to standard concrete. 

Designed mixture 

The mixture composition is based on alkali-activation of granulated blast furnace slag (GBFS). 

The GBFS was obtained by Kotouč Štramberk Ltd., from city Štramberk in Czech Republic. 

The GBFS composition determined by XRF is shown in Table 1 . It had a specific surface area 

according to Blaine about 400 m2
kg-1. A fine aggregate of siliceous sand of three different 

fraction with maximal grain size 2 mm is used according to the EN 196-1. The 50% solution of 

sodium hydroxide in dosage of 6% Na2O by the slag weight was used as an alkaline activator. 

Water to slag ratio (including extra added water and water from activator) was 0.45. To achieve 

the desired workability, the commercial superplasticizer based on lignosulfonates (ChrysoPlast 

461) was used in 1% dose with respect to the slag weight.  
 

Table 1. The BFS chemical composition (XRF) 

Chemical composition in wt. % 

CaO SiO2 MgO Al2O3 SO3 TiO2 K2O MnO Na2O Fe2O3 

41.1 34.7 10.5 9.1 1.4 1.0 0.9 0.6 0.4 0.3 

 

Firstly a liquid components with slag were mixed for 3 minutes, and afterwards the sand was 

added to mixture. Whole mixing took 9 minutes. De-molding of test specimens stored in 

autogenous conditions (sealed with stretch foil) took place 24 hours after the mixing under the 

autogenous conditions at temperature circa approximately 25 °C. 

Used methods 

The specimens were tested before and after the degradation by experimental modal analysis. In 

the evaluation a natural frequencies Nf and damping ratios ζi are compared. Testing setup is 

illustrated in Figure 1. Test slabs of diameters 0.320×0.082×0.019 were placed on two rubber 

pads in the transverse direction. There were 4 test slabs test in total, which were divided into 

two groups. First group with specimens names A and B was placed in the QUV testing chamber 

facing by bottom surface to the source of ultraviolet light and second group with specimens 

names C and D was facing by upper surface to the source of ultraviolet light. 
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Figure 1: Testing setup 

 

During testing two piezoelectric accelerometers were used, one attached to upper side, and 

second attached to bottom side of the test slab. For impacting the test specimen, a modal 

hammer with build-in force sensor was used. Both surfaces of testing slab were divided to 15 

testing points, where first point was occupied by receiving sensor on both sides. Each testing 

point was then impacted three times. After all testing points were tested, the test specimen was 

turned upside down, and the same measurement was done on the other side. For each testing 

point an input signal from hammer sensor and response signals from both upper and bottom 

receiving senors attached to test specimen were recorded.  

For the data acquisition a digital oscilloscope HS4 was used. The sampling frequency of 

board was set to 195 KHz in 16-bit resolution. Each measured signal consists of 65∙103 samples 

and is 0.3 s long with 5% pretrigger. Sensors were attached to the surface of test specimens by 

beeswax, which is most common approach in vibroacoustic testing in civil engineering 

materials. 

During computing of frequency response function [11], a signal recorded by build-in 

hammer sensor and signal of receiving sensor attached to surface of test specimens are used for 

estimation of natural frequencies and damping ratios. In this specific measurement we approach 

to the whole process as a Single Input-Single Output (SISO) state, despite the possibility of 

usage of Single Input-Multiple Outputs (SIMO) approach. This is done mainly to compare the 

resulting estimated natural frequencies in all combination. For processing of measured data, a 

Matlab software was used, precisely Signal Processing Toolbox and its frequency response 

function [12] and for extraction of natural frequencies and damping ratios a stabilization 

diagram function was used [13]. 

By the used setup we receive in total 8 combination of used signals from hammer and sensor 

for each degradation state of test specimen. The resulting interpretation of results then focus on 

the analysis of natural frequencies before and after the degradation of test specimens by 

ultraviolet light, and comparison of used testing setup and its influence on success rate of natural 

frequencies retrieving. 

Results of testing 

The procedure of retrieving of natural frequencies and damping ratios of each testing specimen 

consist of several steps, which will be described on the example of one test specimens. The 

final table of retrieved natural frequencies sums up all conducted measurements along with the 

table comparing all used testing setups.  
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Example of exciting signal from model hammer and signal measured by both sensors is 

illustrated at Figure 2. This example shows situation where impacts were aimed at the upper 

surface of the test specimen. This side is uneven, which is mainly caused by the way the test 

specimens are manufactured in the mould. By this standard procedure specimens has even 

surface on sides and bottom surface, but upper surface might suffer on the presence of pores, 

cracks and other defects, which can influence the testing. As expected, the signal from upper 

sensor has higher amplitude, then sensor from lower surface. [14] 

 

 
Figure 2: Example of hammer signal and signal response from upper and bottom sensor 

From the acquired signals a frequency response function is obtained using Welch’s method 

using least-squares complex exponential (LSCE) algorithm [15]. An example of magnitude and 

phase of measurement from first row and first column of testing grid is shown on Figure 3. 

Subsequent localization of present normal frequency modes and their damping ratios are 

retrieved using subspace method. 

 

 
Figure 3: Frequency response function of acquired signals (first column, first row of testing 

grid on upper side) 
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The subspace aliased method is fairly used for estimation of modal shapes [16-18]. Example 

of stability diagram with localized natural frequency modes is shown on Figure 4. In modal 

analysis, a stabilization diagram is an important tool that is often used to assist the user in 

separating the physical system poles from mathematical ones [19]. Each given pole is classified 

as stable in frequency if its natural frequency changes by less than 0.01% as the model order 

increases. Classify a given pole as stable in damping if the damping ratio estimate changes by 

less than 0.2% as the model order increases [20]. In the present study the number of localized 

mode order was upon the initial testing set to 30. 

 

 

Figure 4: Estimation of stable frequencies of single testing position 

 

The stabilization diagram clearly shows automatically localized natural stable frequencies. 

Histogram of damping ratios of all conducted tests shown at Figure 5 illustrates damping ratios 

of all localized frequency modes from all testing points of upper and bottom side of test 

specimens. 

 

 
Figure 5: Histogram of damping ratios 
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The measured natural frequency modes exhibit relatively low damping ratio with 

exponential distribution across all conducted measurements. Most of the localized natural 

frequencies are very stable, and for next interpretation only natural frequencies with damping 

ratios bellow 0.02 are compared. By this step, we compare only stable modal shapes. 

Frequencies retrieved from stabilization diagram and filtered by damping ratios threshold 

are then stacked up from all different setups for each testing specimen. Given by subspace 

method processing, each mode shape is represented by different amount of the close values of 

specific frequency [21-22]. Different measuring setups can result in different amount of 

detected stable frequency values; thus, each setup can be compared by number of individual 

frequency values that are parts of each stable natural frequency mode. The Figure 6 compares 

all frequencies from testing of specimen C, where dots represent each setup combination 

consisting of side of test specimen, which was degraded, surface which was impacted by modal 

hammer and receiving sensor, whom signal was used for frequency estimation by subspace 

method. 

 

 
Figure 6: Example of natural frequency histograms of all testing combinations for test 

specimen C; marked frequencies are dominant in reference and degraded state of sample  

 

The rings then illustrate which frequencies consist of highest amount of values of each state 

before and after the degradation by UV light. This process was used on all measurements which 

results in first 10 frequency modes of each specimen before and after the degradation.  

For modal analysis computed in Ansys was used poison ratio equal to 0.2, density of material 

to 2320 kg∙m-3 and dynamic modulus of elasticity to 1100 GPa. These material characteristics 

were measured in past publication [23]. Subsequently first ten frequency modes are compared 

with first ten modes obtained from experimental modal testing, in type of setup hit-sensors 

which had highest frequency counts based on Figure 6.  
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Table 2: Exported natural frequencies before and after the degradation with comparison of 

natural frequencies obtained from ANSYS model 

n 

Mode frequencies Nf [Hz] of test specimens 

A B C D ANSYS 

before after before after before after before after 

1 636 653 645 672 525 593 539 607 697 

2 1482 1518 1367 1485 1262 1304 1280 1472 1581 

3 1665 1764 1493 1540 1314 1377 1383 1582 1884 

4 2933 1853 1678 1790 1446 1453 1436 1664 2479 

5 3013 2282 1776 1919 2682 2657 1961 2980 3226 

6 3069 3094 2142 3178 2735 2711 2383 3034 3589 

7 3262 3163 2422 3445 2808 2816 2495 3139 4992 

8 3331 3354 3069 4889 2893 2922 2646 3200 5536 

9 4548 3437 3193 4940 4059 4141 2706 4586 5620 

10 4671 4817 3264 4995 4165 4221 2804 4666 5723 

 

At the table 2, for each test specimen is present state before and after the degradation by UV 

light. At all frequency modes we can observe a slight increase in first three frequency modes, 

in range 2-12 %. Natural frequencies obtained from Ansys model are higher than measured 

natural frequency modes in real specimens, but if we compare first frequency mode with 

average first frequency modes of all specimens, the difference is 0.33%, which is almost 

negligible difference. Higher frequency modes are much different from Ansys model with 

average difference in range 6-18%. The further optimization of Ansys model could lead to 

estimation of body stiffness of tested specimens and other material mechanical properties. 

 

Table  3: Comparison of detected frequency modes expressed as a percentage of all detected 

frequency modes in test specimens 

N 

[%] 

Bottom side degraded Upper side degraded 

Bottom surface hit Upper surface hit Bottom surface hit Upper surface hit 

Upper 

sensor 

Bottom 

sensor 

Upper 

sensor 

Bottom 

sensor 

Upper 

sensor 

Bottom 

sensor 

Upper 

sensor 

Bottom 

sensor 

25 100 56 69 56 88 44 63 

 

For comparison of all conducted measurements setup we can interpreted the effectivity of 

each setup by expressing the number of successfully localized frequency modes in each setup, 

with reference to setup with highest stable frequency count and lowest damping ratios. At the 

Table 3 each setup is present with relative percentage of successfully detected frequencies. 

It seems that, best position for testing was setup, where receiving sensor was placed on the 

bottom flat side of the test specimen, and the hits took place on the same flat side. Other variants 

of testing resulted in less obtainable information in terms of stable frequency modes. 
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Conclusion 

Designed experiment enabled application of experimental modal analysis as effective method 

for evaluation of structural integrity. The change of frequency modes is mainly caused by 

ongoing hydration process in the test specimens, which caused a slight 10-15% increase in all 

frequencies in both long term cycling. This leads to main conclusions:  

- hydration process continued even in QUV chamber, and strong UV radiation did not 

significantly affect the mechanical properties such as frequency modes or damping 

ratios, 

- there was observed more chaotic behaviour in frequency modes shift after the 

degradation, where specific frequency modes could not be detected at some of the 

testing points of test grids,  

- during the interpretation phase the most effective position of receiving accelerometer 

was at the flat bottom surface of the test specimens, without difference if top rough 

surface or bottom flat surface of specimens was exposed to UV radiation, 

- the change in frequency modes indicates a change in inner integrity, where first three 

frequency modes are not constant at all test points of test specimens, as was in the initial 

state before degradation.  

 

The conducted experiment also helped to set the basic conditions for testing of small-scale 

mortar test specimens by experimental modal analysis. 
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